
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SARALA BIRLA PUBLIC SCHOOL

ASSIGNMENT 

Class 

Name :____________________      UID: _
 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1. You wish to buy a second han

advertisement for the same in “ T

column, giving your preferences.  

2. Write an application for th

Manager, Excellent Chemical 

New Delhi. You have seen the advertisement in ‘The Times of India’ . 

3. You are Kriti/ Kamal, the cul

school celebrated the 20
th

 an

your school magazine in 150

in your school. 

4. Rearrange them to form meaningful sentences. 

i. Worked/ charley/at the office/ One/ Late/ night

ii. to get/ was in/ to his apartment/ a hurry/he

iii. the sub-way/so he/ Grand Central/take/from / decide to

iv. into/doorway/he/an arched/ducked

v. a deep / impairment/agony/physical/causes/mental 

Subject 

1. Explain whether the given statements are true or false:

a. The sum of infinite AP 1

b. If a, b, c are in GP,  log �
c. 2�� 	 3�� 	 �� � 0 represents a pair of straight lines passing through 

origin. 

d. The product of slope of the angle bisectors of two straight lines x+y=1 

and 2x-3y=2 is -1. 

e. The sum of n arithmetic means between two given numbers is n times 

the single arithmetic mea

2. Find the sum of the series  

3. Find the value of � if 1 	

SARALA BIRLA PUBLIC SCHOOL 

Mahilong, Ranchi 

ASSIGNMENT – 3 ((((2018-19)))) 

Class – XI [ Science ] 

Name :____________________      UID: _________________ 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Subject : English 

 hand owner driven car in good condition. Draft 

dvertisement for the same in “ The Indian express “ under the classifi

column, giving your preferences.    

 the post of Accountant to the General sa

ical Ltd Saran, Tower Building, Barakhamba Roa

New Delhi. You have seen the advertisement in ‘The Times of India’ .   

 cultural secretary of your school. Recently yo

anniversary of its foundation. Write a report 

your school magazine in 150-200 words on the celebration of Founder’s D

orm meaningful sentences.  

Worked/ charley/at the office/ One/ Late/ night 

to get/ was in/ to his apartment/ a hurry/he 

way/so he/ Grand Central/take/from / decide to 

into/doorway/he/an arched/ducked 

a deep / impairment/agony/physical/causes/mental  

Subject – Mathematics 

Explain whether the given statements are true or false: 

1 	 2 	 2�	2� 	� is given by 
�

���
�

�

���
� �

� , log � , log � are in AP. 

represents a pair of straight lines passing through 

The product of slope of the angle bisectors of two straight lines x+y=1 

The sum of n arithmetic means between two given numbers is n times 

the single arithmetic mean between them. 

Find the sum of the series  
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4. Find the equation of a straight line which cuts off an intercept of length 3 

on y-axis and is parallel to the line joining the points (3, –2) and (1, 4). 

5. Find the equation of the line which passes through the point (3, 4) and 

the sum of its intercepts on the axes is 14. 

6. Find the area of parallelogram whose sides are given by |�| 	 |�| � 2. 

Subject : Physics 

1. Define the following terms 

(I) Energy (ii)    Work (iii)  Power.  Write the unit for each of them 

2.  Under what conditions they work is positive negative and zero 

3.  What do you mean by elastic inelastic and perfectly inelastic collision 

4.   How will you calculate the work done by a variable force F – S plot 

5.   Calculate the expression for potential energy stored in  spring 

6.   What do you mean by work energy theorem prove it 

7.   Show that the coefficient of restitution during elastic collision is equal to 1 

8.  Show that the sum of kinetic energy and potential energy of a freely falling 

body always remains constant 

Subject: Biology 

1. Write down the common features of the connective tissue. On the basis of 

structure and function differentiate between bones and cartilage. 

2. Explain the structure of plasma membrane as given by Singer and Nicholson. 

3. Write the function of the following: 

       a. Centrioles  c. Golgi appartus 

       b. Smooth ER  d. Cell wall  

4. How does cytokinesis in plant cell differ from animal cell? 

5. State the key events in the different phases of cell cycle. 

6. Explain the process of digestion in the buccal cavity with a note on the 

arrangement of teeth.  

7. a. What is vomiting? 

b. Why do eyes and skin become yellow in jaundice?   

Subject : Chemistry 

1. Define: 

 i) Extensive property 

 ii) State function 

 iii) Isolated system 

2. Establish the relationship between Cp & Cv for an ideal gas. 

3. Calculate the standard enthalpy of formation of  CH3OH(l) from the  

following data: 

 CH3OH(l) + 3/2 O2 (g)  ----> CO2 (g) + 2H2O(l),  ∆ Hf
o
 = -726 KJmol

-1
 

 C (graphite) + O2 (g)  ----> CO2 (g),                 ∆ Hc
o
 = -393 KJmol

-1 

 H2 (g) + 1/2 O2 (g) ----> H2O (l),   ∆ Hf
o
 = -286 KJmol

-1 

4. Derive relationship between Kp and Kc 

5. State first law of thermodynamics and second law of thermodynamics.  

  

Subject : Computer Science 

1. Write a program to find the sum of the series using recursive function: 

     s=1+2-3+4-5+6…………………………..N 

2.  Write a program using overloaded recursive function to find the factorial of N 

or fibonacci series till N 

Subject : HVM 

1.  Write the notation of Drut Khayal in Rag Jaunpuri with Aaroh,Avroh,Pakad. 

2.  Write the name of the Gharanas of Hindustani sangrrt with their founders. 
  

Subject : PHE 

ATTEMPT ALL THE QUESTIONS 

1. What are the differences between growth and development? 

2. Explain the procedure for measurement of arm length, upper arm length and 

upper leg length?  

Subject :  IP 

1. What are the safety measures during physical activity and adventure sports?  

What is DBMS? How many types of DBMS are available, name them. 

2. Define the followings: 

a. Tuple 

b. Database 

c. Primary Key 

d. Foreign key 

e. Constraints & Integrity                


